Exposure to second language accent prompts recalibration of phonemic categories
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Is adaptation to second language (L2) accent supported by a phonemic recalibration mechanism?

Background & Method

- When listening to atypical sounds produced by a first language (L1) talker, listeners will accommodate the talker by recalibrating their internal sound category boundaries.1,2,3
- Previously unexamined on this topic is whether:
  1. processing of natural, second language (L2, or “foreign”) accent is supported by this same recalibration mechanism
  2. listeners generalize phonemic learning to similar (but untrained) sound categories
  3. experience makes recalibration faster

Online data collection

- Young adult, L1 Spanish multilinguals (N = 287)
- Trained with different combinations of bilabial, alveolar, and/or velar plosives (~ n = 39 / group)

Movement within pre-test session

- All participants completed the same pre-test, and were analyzed as one large dataset (N = 287)
- Experience with English was a composite of daily use (listening, reading, speaking)

RESULTS

1. Boundary movement within the pre-test session for all places of articulation (POAs)
2. More experienced listeners had more English-like boundaries at pre-test – particularly in the bilabial condition

Pre- to post-test change depends on training materials

2AFC Task Design

- Bilabial block (ba, pa)
- Alveolar block (t, k, etc.)
- Velar block (d, g, etc.)

Training with American-accented Spanish tokens (critical plosive in onset position)

- Native Spanish
- American-accented Spanish

VOT (ms)

Violin plot

Bilabial block

Training with American-accented Spanish tokens (critical plosive in onset position)

- Non-minimal pairs promote adaptation of plosive boundary

Critical Tokens (x10)

- “bano” /banco/ (American accent)
- “pance” /panco/ (American accent)

Filler Tokens (x10)

- “torcer” (etc.)
- “caer” (etc.)
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Conclusions

Phonemic recalibration is a mechanism that supports real-world accent adaptation

Experience with the L1 of an L2-accented talker facilitates recalibration

- Listeners may have rapidly identified the accent and applied their English category boundaries